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Abstract
wood-pastures are important for their open-ground biodiversity and for the old trees they contain. however, 
younger trees to replace the current generation of old trees are often scarce, a potential threat to the future of the 
habitat mosaic and of species dependent on the trees. a simple model was used to illustrate how many younger 
trees might be expected under different assumptions of desired final density of old trees and rates of loss as trees 
age for an oak-dominated wood-pasture. from these the overall canopy cover of the landscape was estimated 
under an active pollarding regime and where the trees grow to full crown size. Canopy cover was often five times 
as great under full crown as under a pollarding regime; much of the canopy cover was in the younger (often 
missing) cohorts. the openness of current wood-pastures is in part a consequence of the absence of a sustain-
able tree population structure. some protected sites may be too small to allow space for the missing generation 
of trees and at the same time retain current levels of openness. analogies between current wood-pasture struc-
tures and ‘natural wood-pastures’ of the pre-neolithic era must take account of the missing generations of trees.  
Keywords: model, natural forest landscape, oak, old tree, pollard.

Izvleček
Pašniki z drevesi so pomembni za biodiverziteto zaradi njihove odprtosti in zaradi prisotnih starih dreves. 
Vendar so mlada drevesa, ki naj bi nadomestila trenutno generacijo starih dreves redka, kar predstavlja poten-
cialno grožnjo mozaičnemu habitatu in vrstam, ki so odvisne od prisotnosti dreves. uporabili smo preprost 
model, ki predstavlja koliko mladih dreves lahko pričakujemo v različnih predvidevanih gostotah starih dreves 
in različnih stopnjah odmiranja starih dreves zaradi starosti na pašniku, kjer dominirajo hrasti. iz tega smo 
ocenili skupno pokrovnost krošenj v krajini, če se drevesa aktivno obrezuje ali le-ta zrastejo do polne velikosti 
krošnje. Pokrovnost krošenj je pogosto do petkrat večja, če drevesa zrastejo do polne velikosti, kot če jih ob-
rezujemo. Večina pokrovnosti krošenj je zaradi mlajših dreves (ki pa pogosto manjkajo). trenutna odprtost 
pašno-drevesnih podsistemov je delno posledica odsotnosti trajnostne strukture drevesne populacije. Določe-
ne zaščitene površine so verjetno premajhne, da bi se lahko manjkajoče generacije dreves obnovile in da bi se 
obenem ohranila trenutna stopnja odprtosti pašnika. Pri analogiji med sedanjimi pašno-drevesni podsistemi 
in naravnimi pašniki z drevesi iz obdobja pred neolitikom moramo upoštevati manjkajoče generacije dreves.
Ključne besede: model, naravna gozdna krajina, hrast, stara drevesa, obrezano na glavo.
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1. introDuCtion

wood-pastures consist of varying amounts of tree 
and woodland cover, with extensive open areas, 
grazed by livestock (particularly cattle) or deer 
(rotherham 2013, hartel & Pleininger 2014). 
they are widely valued for the richness of their 
plant and animal communities (e.g. newton 2010, 
bergmeier & roellig 2014, Dengler et al. 2014, 

garbarino & bergmeier 2014, hartel et al. 2014). 
Vera (2000) has proposed that wood-pasture sys-
tems may be closer in their structure and com-
position to the natural/pre-neolithic landscape 
than closed high-forest, although this is not gen-
erally agreed (e.g. hodder et al. 2009). however, 
irrespective of whether they are analogues of the 
past natural landscape or not, they are increas-
ingly recognised as important cultural land-
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scapes (e.g. tubbs 1986, rackham 1989, harding 
& wall 2000, bieling & konold 2014, kizos 2014).

in britain wood-pastures are particularly the 
areas where concentrations of old trees occur. 
these are important in their own right for bio-
logical and cultural reasons (read 2000); in ad-
dition they support rich populations of epiphytic 
lichens and saproxylic invertebrates (e.g. hard-
ing & rose 1986, rose 1993, falk 2014). During 
the 1990s various initiatives raised the profile 
of wood-pastures and old trees in conservation 
practice in britain (kirby et al. 1995). the uk 
biodiversity action Plan identified wood-pas-
tures as a priority type requiring the production 
of a habitat action Plan (english nature 1998). 
Many of the most important wood-pasture sites 
were included in special areas of Conservation 
put forward under the european union habi-
tats and species Directive (Perry 2013, kirby & 
Perry 2014). in addition english nature (the state 
conservation body in england) led a five-year 
programme of work – the Veteran tree initiative 
– which promoted the conservation of old trees 
generally (read 2000); a citizen-science project to 
map old and interesting trees across the country 
was subsequently established (butler 2014).

wood-pastures are fragile ecosystems because 
they are intermediate between open-pastures and 
closed-canopy forests (hartel & Pleininger 2014). 
Maintenance of the biodiversity value of the open 
grassland/heath element of the system requires 
that the canopy cover remains relatively low, or 
key species may be shaded out. the old trees may 
also suffer from competition if the surrounding 
tree density becomes too great. however, too 
few young trees can also be a threat to the long-
term survival of the species associated with the 
old trees (stokland et al. 2012) and this was high-
lighted for british sites by for example harding 
& alexander (1993). Management recommen-
dations for wood-pasture sites often include the 
planting of new trees or protection of natural 
regeneration to help address the generation gap 
(key & ball 1993).

in this paper i use a simple model to suggest 
what sort of tree population structure might al-
low a population of old trees to be maintained 
in perpetuity in a wood-pasture system and what 
this might mean in terms of the balance between 
tree-cover and openness on a site. the parame-
ters for the model are based on those that might 
apply to a wood-pasture in lowland england, 
grazed by cattle or deer, where the main trees are 

oaks (Quercus robur L., Q. petraea (Mattuschka) 
Liebl.) with the oldest trees about 400–500 years 
old. however the approach could be applicable, 
with suitable changes to the parameters, to other 
types of system.

2. MethoDs

the density of trees needed for the population 
of old trees to be sustainable depends on the 
target density of old trees (n/ha), the number of 
younger age classes, and the rate of loss of trees 
in the transition from one age-class to the next: 
not every young tree that establishes will survive 
through several centuries to become an old tree. 
in the analysis i varied the target old tree den-
sity, the number of younger age classes present, 
and the rate of loss between age classes to give a 
range of different potential tree populations siz-
es. i added two variants for crown size: the first 
assumed that the trees were pollarded on a regu-
lar cycle; the second that they were open-grown 
maiden stems. the parameters used were based 
on field observations from a variety of studies to 
make them realistic: further details on each of 
these elements are given below. 

these results were also compared to actual tree 
population data for two wood-pastures, one with 
a dense canopy cover, the other much more open. 

2.1 target density of old trees (n/ha)

the oldest generation of oaks in wood-pastures 
in britain are commonly 400–500 years old (e.g. 
watkins et al. 2003). Many saproxylic inverte-
brates and lichens associated with these old trees 
are considered to be poor colonists (e.g. rose 
1993, hedin et al. 2008, ). therefore the old trees 
which form their habitat should not be too far 
apart, to allow for easy movement between them. 
Mean densities of one, two, or four trees per hec-
tare more than 400 years old were therefore used 
as the target, equivalent to a mean inter-tree dis-
tances of 100 m, 71 m and 50 m respectively.

2.2 Periodic rather than annual 
regeneration classes

small differences in tree age are unlikely to be 
significant as far as associated species are con-
cerned, so it seems better to model regeneration 
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as a series of episodic events, leading to popula-
tions consisting of cohorts or classes of differ-
ent ages, similar to that described by Peterken 
& tubbs (1965) for the new forest. ranius et al. 
(2009) found that the probability of oaks (Quercus 
spp.) containing stem hollows was only 5% for 
trees less than 100 years old but c50% for trees 
200–300 years old. two options were modelled: 
one in which the main episodes of regeneration 
occurred every 100 years and the second where 
the cohorts were more widely spaced at 150 years 
apart; any greater gap would be likely to mean 
that there was a break in continuity of features 
such as trees with large hollows.

2.3 Varying tree survival rates in the 
transition from one age class to 
the next

trees die through bark-stripping by animals, dis-
ease, windblow, droughts leading to water short-
age, competition from other trees, etc. (stokland 
et al. 2012). the chances of a tree dying are small 
in any one year, but over the time (100 or 150 
years) it takes for them to move through to the 
next cohort stage there is a strong chance that an 
extreme event such as a major drought or wind-
storm will occur which can kill a number of vet-
eran trees in a very short period (e.g. harding & 
alexander 1993). (Death here refers to the loss 
of the main trunk or pollard bole; there may be 
regrowth from the rootstock so that genetically 
the individual has not died, but from the point 
of view of the species associated with the old tree 
this is a new individual stem.) 

there are relatively few estimates of the an-
nual rates of tree death, but bergman (2006) sug-
gested a desirable population structure equiva-
lent to loss of 0.5% trees per annum; Drobyshev 
et al. (2008) from a literature review suggested 
mean loss for Quercus spp. populations of around 
1% per annum, with, for four populations of trees 
over 150 years old, a range of 0.2–3.5%.

two tree survival patterns were considered in 
the model based on the above figures. the sim-
plest was that half the trees in any one cohort died 
before the transition to the next stage (represent-
ing an average annual loss of 0.7 % per annum for 
a hundred-year cohort gap, or 0.48% per annum 
where the cohort gap was 150 years).

in field discussions around the management 
of wood-pastures it is often suggested that young 

trees may be more likely to die than older trees. 
their trunks are less flexible than older indi-
viduals where much of the heartwood has rotted 
away; their centre of gravity may also be higher, 
particularly if full-crowned, increasing their vul-
nerability to wind-throw. their smaller diameters 
also make them more vulnerable to being com-
pletely ring-barked by grazing animals because 
any given amount of bark removed represents a 
higher proportion of the total circumference on a 
small tree. in managed wood-pastures they may 
be more likely to be felled for their timber value, 
i.e. before they have started to develop internal 
hollows and rot. 

therefore the second survival pattern used as-
sumed a lower death rate in the older age classes. 
the mean annual loss rate was as before for trees 
less than 300 yrs (0.7% or 0.48% per annum de-
pending on cohort gap), but with a reduced rate 
in the older classes whereby two out of three trees 
were assumed to survive the cohort transitions, 
equivalent to loss rates of 0.4% and 0.26% per an-
num respectively for 100 and 150 year cohort gaps. 

Target no of old trees (>400 yrs) per ha

1 (100 m between trees)  2 (71 m between trees)  4 (50 m between trees)

Mean age gap between cohorts of regeneration

a. 100 years b. 150 years

Successor generations trees Successor generations trees
present on site are therefore: present on site are therefore:

 >400 yr old trees
301–400 yr old trees  >450 yr old trees
201–300 yr old trees 300–450 yr old trees
101–200 yr old trees 150–300 yr old trees
 50–100 yr old trees  50–150 yr old trees

Crown size and management
Options applied to each of the 
other combinations:
a. Trees regularly pollarded on a 

10 yr cycle
b. Trees grown as maiden stems

Mean annual loss rates set at:

a. Equivalent to 0.7% of trees  b. Equivalent to 0.7% of trees per
per annum for 100-yr age gap  annum for 100-yr  age gap or 0.48%
or 0.48% for 150-yr age gap  for 150-yr age gap for age classes
across all age classes up to 300 years; and equivalent to 0.4%
 of trees per annum for 100-yr age gap or
 0.26% for 150-yr age gap for age 
 classes over 300 years

Figure 1: Outline of the different elements of the model.
Slika 1: Pregled različnih elementov v modelu.
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survival of trees beyond about 500 years was 
assumed to be too rare to be significant in terms 
of the overall population structure. similarly no 
account was taken of trees less than 50 years old.

Population structures were then calculated by 
starting from the target final veteran tree density 
and calculating the numbers needed in succes-
sively younger cohorts according to the differ-
ent assumptions (figure 1). all calculations were 
performed using excel spread sheets.

2.4 tree cover across the landscape

the average crown size for trees of different ages 
and the number of trees in each age class per hec-
tare were combined to give the total tree cover for 
different population structures.

the first set of crown cover calculations as-
sumed that all trees were regularly pollarded on 
a ten-year cycle and that there were no differences 
between crown spread for trees of different ages 
in the same part of the pollarding cycle. Crown 
diameter was assumed to expand evenly up to a 
maximum of 10 m, before it was cut again (ta-
ble 1). the mean crown size over the pollarding 
cycle (22.4 m2/tree) was then used in subsequent 
canopy cover calculations.

Table 1: Crown diameters assumed for trees worked on 
a 10-yr pollarding cycle (next cut in year 10).
Tabela 1: Premeri krošenj predvideni na podlagi 10 le-
tenega cikla obrezovanja (naslednji rez v letu 10).

Years since 
 pollarding

Crown diameter 
(m)

Crown cover  
(m2)

1 1 0.8
2 2 3.1
3 3 7.1
4 4 12.6
5 5 19.9
6 6 28.3
7 7 38.5
8 8 50.3
9 9 63.6
10 0 0

the second set of crown cover estimates was 
for situations where the trees had been allowed 
to grow as maiden stems or had long outgrown 
any pollarding cycle. savill (1991) reports that 
crown diameter is closely correlated with stem 
diameter for oak, through the following relation-

ship: Crown diameter (m) = 0.7728 + 0.1759 stem 
dia meter (cm).

observations of about 50 trees at windsor 
great Park suggest that this could be used for 
open grown trees up to about 120 cm diameter 
at breast height (dbh) (figure 2). an age-crown 
diameter table (table 2) was then constructed 
using this relationship; for trees greater than 

Age class Mean 
stem 

diameter 
(cm)

Mean crown  
diameter (m) derived  
from Savill (1991)  

and Windsor Great Park 
 observations

Crown 
cover  

per tree 
(m2)

100 yr cohort gap
150–100 40 7.8 48
101–200 70 13.1 134
201–300 100 18.4 266
301–400 120 21.9 377
111>400 140 10.0 78

150 yr cohort gap
150–150 60 11.3 100
151–300 100 18.4 266
301–450 120 21.9 377
111>450 140 10.0 78

Table 2: Mean crown diameters assumed for maiden 
oaks in different age classes. 
Tabela 2: Povprečni premer krošnje hrastov v različnih 
starostnih razredih.

Figure 2: Crown diameter versus stem diameter for 50 free 
standing oak trees at Windsor Great Park (Berkshire): closed 
circles actively growing trees; open circles veteran trees.  The 
line shows the expected relationship based on Savill (1991).
Slika 2: Premer krošenj v odvisnosti od premera stebla za 50 
prostostoječih hrastovih dreves v parku Windsor Great Park 
(Berkshire): polni krožci- aktivno rastoča drevesa, prazni 
krožci – veterani. Črta predstavlja pričakovani odnos po 
Savill (1991). 
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staverton Park, eastern england (Peterken 
1969, sibbett 1999) and Moccas Park, western 
england (harding & wall 2000, unpublished 
data supplied by saul herbert). at both sites 
the main tree species are oaks with spreading 
crowns. staverton Park is grazed by deer; below 
the canopy, there are dense stands of bracken 
Pteridium aquilinum (L.) kuhn patches of bramble 
Rubus spp., honeysuckle Lonicera periclymenum 
L. and grassy glades Holcus mollis L. and Dactylis 
glomerata L. there are also small areas of acid 
grassland with some heathland elements (http://
www.sssi.naturalengland.org.uk/special/sssi/
sssi_details.cfm?sssi_id=1001023). Moccas has 
both deer and sheep as grazers. the ground 
flora is dominated by bracken on the slopes, 
but parts of the grassland in the park have 
been agriculturally improved (http://www.sssi.
naturalengland.org.uk/special/sssi/sssi_details.
cfm?sssi_id=1002723).

3. resuLts

estimates of the mean number of trees per hec-
tare and the corresponding canopy covers are 
given for a range of assumptions (tables 3 and 4).

Target no of  >400 yr trees/ha Loss rates % trees per annum 
<300 yr / >300 yr 

Tree age classes: 100 yr cohort gap

Target 
>400 400–301 300–201 200–101 50–100

2 0.5/0.5 2 4 8 16 32
Canopy cover – pollards (m2/ha)* 45 90 179 358 717
Canopy cover – maidens (m2/ha) 157 1506 2127 2151 1532
2 0.5/0.33 2 3 4.5 9 18
Canopy cover – pollards (m2/ha)* 45 67 101 202 403
Canopy cover – maidens (m2/ha) 157 1130 1196 1210 862

Target no of  >400 yr trees/ha Loss rates % trees per annum 
<300 yr / >300 ys

Tree age classes:150 yr cohort gap

Target
>450 450–301 300–151 150–50

2 0.5/0.5 2 4 8 16
Canopy cover – pollards (m2/ha)* 45 90 179 358
Canopy cover – maidens (m2/ha) 157 1561 2127 1604
2 0.5/0.33 2 3 6 12
Canopy cover – pollards (m2/ha)* 45 67 134 269
Canopy cover – maidens (m2/ha) 157 1130 1595 1203

Table 3: Number of replacement trees in different age classes to maintain 2 trees >400 yr per hectare.
Tabela 3: Število nadomestnih dreves v različnih starostnih razredih, ki vzdržuje gostoto 2 drevesi, starejši od 400 
let na hektar.

120 cm dbh a mean crown diameter of 10 m was 
used to reflect crown retrenchment in old trees 
based on observations at windsor great Park 
(figure 2).

from the estimated mean crown cover per 
tree, the mean canopy cover per hectare was 
calculated for the different tree population sce-
narios, assuming circular crowns and no overlap 
between the crowns of adjacent trees. 

2.5 Variations in cover across a 
landscape

to illustrate how the tree density and canopy cov-
er might vary across a landscape, the trees of all 
ages/pollarding stage were allocated randomly 
across a 100 ha landscape divided up into 10 m 
10 m cells (i.e. 10,000 possible locations) for two 
of the 24 possible combinations of old tree den-
sity, age class, survival rate etc. the mean cover 
and the frequency of trees more than 300 years 
old for each 1 ha plot were then calculated.

2.6 Comparison with tree population 
structure for real sites

the age structures of two protected sites were 
examined in relation to the model outputs: 

* Based on a mean canopy cover per tree over the rotation of 22.4 m2
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there is considerable difference in the can-
opy cover of working wood-pasture where the 
trees are regularly pollarded and where there are 
wide-crowned trees, either because they are open-
grown maiden trees or former pollards that have 
been neglected (table 3). where the trees are 
regularly pollarded a high degree of landscape 
openness can be combined with a relatively high 
density of trees including the younger genera-
tions needed to replace the cohorts of old trees. 
however, the canopy cover may be more than 
five times higher in unpollarded (or out-grown 
pollard) tree populations.

in unpollarded stands the young-mature co-
horts contribute the bulk of the canopy cover 
(table 3) because the crown size of old trees 
tends to decline through canopy retrenchment. 
the overall canopy cover of sites where the popu-
lation consists mainly of the oldest age classes, 
with the younger ones missing, is therefore likely 
to be markedly less than where the population is 

more balanced, even if the overall density of trees 
is the same.

the overall canopy cover rapidly increases as 
the desired density of old trees (here defined as 
the number over >400 yr old per hectare) increas-
es (table 4).

3.1 Variations across a 100 ha site

when the mean numbers of trees per hectare 
from any of the above combinations were distrib-
uted at random across 100 ha site there was a con-
sequent variation in cover and frequency of trees 
per ha. this is illustrated in table 5 for the two 
options shown in bold in table 4. Locally high 
densities can occur through irregular distribu-
tion of such trees, but this is balanced by more 
areas where they are scarce/absent, and greater 
distances between old trees, if the overall density 
is kept the same (table 5).

Table 4: Total numbers of trees per ha and total percentage canopy cover for targets of 1, 2 and 4 trees per hectare 
>400 yr old.
Tabela 4: Skupno število dreves na hektar in skupen odstotek pokrovnosti krošenj za ciljno gostoto 1, 2 in 4 drevesa 
starejša od 400 let na hektar.

Target no trees/ha >400 yr 1 2 4

100 yr cohort gap
Loss rate of tree per annum,300yr/>300yr 0.5/0.33 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.33 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.33 0.5/0.5
No of trees per ha (all ages) 18.2 31 36.5 62 73 124
Canopy cover – pollards(m2/ha) all ages 410 695 820 1390 1640 2780
Canopy cover – maidens(m2/ha) all ages 2277 3736 4555 7473 9110 14946

150 yr cohort gap
No of trees per ha (all ages) 11.5 15 23 30 46 60
Canopy cover – pollards(m2/ha) all ages 257 336 515 672 1030 1344
Canopy cover – maidens(m2/ha) all ages 2043 2697 4086 5395 8172 10790

Range cover cover  
%/ha

Range in no of trees  
>300 yr/ha

Mean no/ha  
>400 yr

Cohort gap Loss rate  
<300 yr/>300 yr

Pollards Maidens

1 150 0.5/0.33 0.8–4.7 6.5–39.5 0–8
2 100 0.5/0.5 11–17 50–100 1–14

Table 5: Variation in cover and frequency of trees per ha, based on random distribution of establishment across a 
100 ha site.
Tabela 5: Variacija pokrovnosti in frekvence dreves na hektar na podlagi naključne razporeditve na površini 100 ha.
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3.2 Comparison with data for two 
protected sites

the size class distribution for oaks at two impor-
tant english protected sites (figure 3) are shown 
in table 6 along with the estimates of crown-cov-
er based on the stem diameter relationships used 
earlier. at both sites most of the trees are lapsed 
pollards that have now developed wide spreading 
crowns.

gest nearly 70% cover presently by oak (there is 
also a very dense holly (Ilex aquifolium L.) under-
storey in half of the site). adding in the missing 
trees would add about 20% canopy cover so the 
site would be virtually completely closed.

Moccas Park shows again the expected de-
cline in the numbers of oak trees in the larger size 
class, but with a ’generation gap’ of about 15 trees 
per hectare in the 21–60 cm dbh classes (given 
that there are about 8 per hectare in the 61–100 
cm class). the estimated canopy oak cover is only 
about 22% (not counting other tree species); add-
ing in the missing trees would add another 7% 
canopy cover.

4. DisCussion

the model cannot be an exact reflection of real-
ity, but the variables within it have been based as 
far as possible on realistic values either from the 
literature or from the author’s field experience for 
oak-dominated wood-pastures in britain. they 
are at the low end of the density of old trees per 
hectare found in important wood-pasture sites. 

if the broad trends and differences identified 
are valid for the type of oak-dominated wood-
pastures common in britain, certain conclusions 
follow. Conservation managers need to recognise 
that in protected sites where the density of old 

Table 6: Size class distribution and estimated canopy 
cover of oak for Staverton Park and Moccas Park.
Tabela 6: Velikostni razredi in predvidene pokrovno-
sti krošenj hrastov v parkih Staverton Park in Moccas 
Park.

Figure 3: Typical views of (a) Staverton Park showing a high 
density of old trees and of (b) Moccas Park which is much 
more open. (Photographs by the author).
Slika 3: Značilen izgled (a) Staverton Park z visoko gostoto 
starih dreves in (b) Moccas Park, ki je bolj odprt. (Fotografije 
avtorja).

for staverton Park (81 hectares) the numbers 
decline from one size class to the next by between 
about a half and third in the larger classes, but 
with progressively fewer trees in the smaller class-
es. for 10 trees per hectare in the 101–120 cm dbh 
class it might be expected that there would be at 
least 20 in the 61–100 cm classes (rather than 16) 
and 30–40 in the 21–40 cm classes rather than 
about 3. the crown canopy cover estimates sug-

Stem dia- 
meter class 
(cm)

Crown 
diameter  

(m)

Staverton  
Park (81 ha)

Moccas  
Park (137 ha)

Tree  
no/ha

Crown cover 
m2/ha

Tree  
no/ha

Crown 
cover/ha

121–40 6.0 0.7 21 0.4 1
141–60 9.6 1.9 138 0.8 58
161–80 13.1 5.6 757 3.9 530
181–100 16.6 9.7 2106 4.3 924
101–120 20.1 9.7 3104 1.9 601
121–140 10.1 5.9 464 0.7 53
141–160 10.1 2.2 170 0.3 24
161–180 10.1 0.8 67 0.2 15
180–200 10.1 0.5 42 0.2 14
201–220 10.1 0.3 24
Overall % 
cover

68.7 22.4

a

a

b
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trees is already high (such as at staverton Park, 
table 6) there may not be sufficient space within 
the current boundaries to introduce the next co-
hort of trees to fill the ‘generation gap’ and still 
maintain current levels of openness. even where 
there is the space (as at Moccas Park) the increase 
in the density of trees may change the character 
of the site.

Much higher densities of trees can be main-
tained where the trees are actively pollarded re-
ducing the crown size; hence giving more oppor-
tunity for combining a sustainable population 
structure and high levels of openness. however, 
re-pollarding trees that have not been cut for dec-
ades, or even centuries, may lead to their death 
(read 2000).

the extent of wood-pastures, many still active-
ly maintained, in eastern and southern europe has 
become more widely appreciated (hartel & Plei-
ninger 2014). while some are dominated by oaks, 
as in western europe, a wide range of other trees 
and priorities for management may be involved. 
the model might still be applicable to these but 
the parameters would need to be changed accord-
ingly. if the requirement were only to maintain 
populations of oaks up to 200 years then fewer 
trees are need to produce a sustainable popula-
tion structure, hence higher landscape openness 
is possible. if pollarding were on an annual or bi-
annual cycle for leaf fodder (kizos 2014) many 
more trees per hectare can be maintained with 
the same degree of landscape openness than if 
the branches must grow for longer to produce 
crops of acorns for pannage (Jørgensen 2013, 
szabó 2013). a sustainable population of small-
crowned trees such as the pears (Pyrus spp.) as-
sociated with balkan wood-pastures (garbarino 
& bergmeier 2014) would allow a much higher 
level of openness than the same density of a large-
crowned species such as oak or limes (Tilia spp.).

wood-pastures as they exist today are a cul-
tural landscape, shaped by centuries if not mil-
lennia of human influence. analogies have been 
drawn between their structure and function and 
a possible structure for the pre-neolithic land-
scape across north-west europe (Vera 2000, but 
see also hodder et al. 2009). in drawing such 
comparisons, the lack of younger trees and effect 
of active management as contributors to the high 
levels of openness seen in modern wood-pastures, 
need to be taken into account. a ‘natural wood-
pasture’ landscape where old, maiden oaks were 
present along with their future successors would 

not necessarily be a very open landscape unless 
the density of the old oaks was low, particularly if 
scrub and shorter-lived trees are to be fitted into 
the landscape amongst the oaks.

the generation gap is not necessarily impor-
tant in the short term. the priority should be to 
maintain the existing old trees where they are at 
risk (gibbons et al. 2008), for example by reduc-
ing the threats to them from deliberate felling or 
damage, competition from excessive adjacent re-
generation or indirect threats such as pollution, 
changing. Various techniques have also been de-
veloped to try to speed up the development of rot 
holes etc in younger mature trees (stokland et al. 
2012). however the generation gap must eventu-
ally be filled if the species associated with old 
trees are to survive. efforts should look at creat-
ing large-scale landscapes in which old trees can 
develop, centred on but not confined to the exist-
ing hot-spots for these important organisms. 
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